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SUMMARY OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING 9/25/06 
CALL TO ORDER 
Chair Herndon called the meeting to order at 3:17 P.M. 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
Motion to approve the minutes of the 9/11/06 meeting by Senator 
VanWormer; second by Senator Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION 
No press present. 
COMMENTS FROM INTERIM PROVOST LUBKER 
Interim Provost Lubker remarked that the Board of Regents (BOR) 
will meet on campus this week, Wednesday and Thursday. 
Interim Provost Lubker also noted that UNI was asked to turn in 
to the BOR estimates for the 2008 budget, noting that it appears 
the BOR has abandoned the Transformation Plan and have gone back 
to the old system of asking for the money we need to operate and 
the money we need for supplemental, special initiatives. The 
questions are how much will actually be requested overall for 
the three institution and how will it be divided up. He also 
noted that UNI could only put in a request for new faculty 
lines, which we did for $2 million but he is not very optimistic 
that we will see any of it. 
COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, SUE JOSLYN 
Faculty Chair Joslyn reported she spoke with the Northern Iowa 
Student Government (NISG) about Turnitin.com and that students 
had expressed concern about issues of Intellectual Property. 
There may be more information coming about this issue. 
She also stated that the first Academic Rigor meeting had been 
held the week before with the issue of Post-Tenure Review coming 
up. She has talked with some people with United Faculty (UF) 
about this as it is an issue that would need to go through the 
Union and they will work at setting a meeting to gather 
information and to discuss. 
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, CYNTHIA HERNDON 
Chair Herndon reminded the Senate about the breakfast Thursday 
morning with the BOR which will be held in the Central Ballroom 
at Maucker Union. She will be attending the Council of Provosts 
meeting with Interim Provost Lubker on Wednesday morning. 
She met with the President's Advisory Committee, looking at 
enrollment, budget and formulas used to decide that. 
She and Vice-Chair Licari will be meeting with the presidents 
and vice-president/president-elect of the senates at Iowa and 
Iowa State Tuesday evening. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
912 Call for Discussion of Post-Tenure Review 
Senator Christensen moved that the Senate invoke number 9 from 
the green Docketing Sheet, "Return to petitioner because of 
decision not to docket at this time;" second by Senator Gray. 
Senator Christensen stated that he believes that this is clearly 
a collective bargaining issue and it has nothing to do with the 
Senate. A lengthy discussion followed. 
Voting took place with nine senators voting not to docket, seven 
to docket. Calendar item #912 was not docketed. 
Senator O'Kane moved to asked Faculty Chair Joslyn to convene an 
open discussion to look into the matter of post-tenure review; 
second by Vice-Chair Licari. Discussion followed. 
Senator O'Kane reiterated his motion, that the Senate commission 
Faculty Chair Joslyn to convene a committee to begin to look 
into the matter of post-tenure review as a part of professional 
development and support of excellence in teaching and 
scholarship. 
Chair Herndon asked if including three representatives from the 
Senate and three from UF were enough to at least get the 
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organizational part started. The consensus was that that was 
sufficient. 
The motion passed. 
Chair Herndon asked for volunteers to serve on this panel. 
Senators O'Kane, Licari and Strauss volunteered. 
913 Formation of a Task Force to Study the UNI Curriculum as 
proposed by Interim Provost Lubker 
Interim Provost Lubker reviewed with the Senate his thoughts on 
why he thought this study should be conducted and the process 
for doing so. A lengthy discussion followed. 
Motion to docket in regular order as item #822 by Senator 
Strauss; second by Senator Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
NEW BUSINESS 
Audio taping of University Faculty Senate meetings 
Chair Herndon noted that until recently the taping of the 
Faculty Senate meetings was done on cassette tapes and used by 
the Faculty Senate Secretary to develop minutes of the Senate 
meetings. The meetings are now being recorded digitally and it 
is possible to put the audio portion of the meetings online, 
making it available to everyone or password protected. 
Discussion followed. Joe Marchesani, Assistant Professor, ITS-
Educational Technology, was present to discuss this and answer 
questions. oi·scussion followed. 
Motion by Senator Gray to table this until the October 9, 2006 
meeting; second by Senator Soneson. Motion passed 
Elect representative to the University Energy Conservation 
Committee 
Chair Herndon stated that this is a new committee that will 
report to President Allen, with representatives serving three 
years. Representatives will be from the student body, faculty, 
staff and community members and their charge, to identify, 
consider and recommend strategies that will enhance 
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environmental and energy conservation efforts on campus. 
Discussion followed. 
Catherine Zeman, HPELS, was nominated by Chair Herndon. 
Motion by Senator Heston to approve the nomination of Dr. Zeman 
by acclamation; second by Senator Weeg. Motion passed. 
Elect representatives (2) to the Student Conduct Committee 
Senator Kaparthi nominated Heidi Noonan-Day, Management and 
Chair Herndon nominated Robert Lee, HPELS. Discussion followed 
on the eligibility of Ms. Noonan-Day as she is not tenured 
faculty. 
Motion to close nominations by Senator Heston; second by Senator 
Strauss. Motion passed. 
Voting to accept the two nominated names, Heidi Noonan-Day and 
Robert Lee, as representatives to the Student Conduct Committee, 
with the understanding that Chair Herndon will return this to 
the Senate if Ms. Noonan-Day is not eligible, passed with one 
opposition. 
Elect representative to Liberal Arts Core Committee 
Chair Herndon stated that this appointment was one that Senator 
Heston filled last year and as she has taken on many more 
responsibilities, she would like step down and has asked the 
Senate to make another appointment to continue her term. 
Discussion followed. 
Motion by Senator Heston to nominate Senator Wurtz; second by 
Senator Gray. 
Motion by Senator Soneson to close the nominations; second by 
Senator Strauss. Motion passed. 
Motion to elect Senator Wurtz to the LACC passed. 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
802 Interruption of Classes by Public Safety Personnel 
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Chair Herndon stated that she had contacted David Zarifis, 
Public Safety Director and learned that a committee had been 
formed to look at this issue. The committee met and made 
recommendations that were made available to UF. She will follow 
up on where this item is in the approval process. 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
819 Academic Calendar 2007 - 2012 
Senator Patton, UNI Registrar and Chair of the University 
Calendar Committee, was present to discuss this with the Senate. 
Motion to approve by Senator Heston; second by Senator O'Kane. 
A lengthy discussion ensued. 
Motion by Senator O'Kane to table for further official 
clarification; second by Senate Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
820 Support for International Faculty at UNI 
Chair Herndon stated that a request came from the CHFA Senate 
and the English Department, and John Swope, Chair, English 
Department Faculty Senate, was present to discuss this with the 
Senate. Discussion followed with it being noted that Mike 
Mixsell, Academic Administrative Services Coordinator, has 
worked with incoming international faculty here at UNI. 
Motion to table until the October 9, 2006 meeting by Senator 
Soneson; second by Senator VanWormer. Motion passed. 
Chair Herndon stated that she will contact Mr. Mixsell and that 
there are a number of issues here that he may be able to 
clarify. 
821 Representation on Honor Code Task Force 
Otto MacLin, Chair, Honor Code Task Force, was present to 
discuss this with the Senate. 
Chair Herndon stated that the Honor Code Task Force presented 
the Senate with their report last spring which included a draft 
of an Honor Code and the processes involved in implementation 
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and enforcement. At that time Senator Weeg had suggested that 
the Library have a representative on the Honor Code Council. 
The Senate asked Senator Weeg to contact to her colleagues at 
the Library who said that they would indeed like to have 
representation on the Honor Code Council. Discussion followed 
in which it was clarified that the Library was asking for 
representation on the Honor Code Council, once this was 
implemented, and not the Honor Code Task Force. 
Senator O'Kane, member of the Honor Code Task Force, stated that 
the Honor Code Task Force met the previous Friday. Although 
they had misunderstood the request from the Library Faculty 
Senate, they did decide to add the Library to the Honor Code 
Council. He also noted that the Honor Code Task Force will be 
bringing their amended report to the Faculty Senate. 
Motion by Senator Gray to have the Honor Code Task Force 
consider amending the current Honor Code Council to include 
representation of the Library; second by Senator Heston. Motion 
passed. 
ADJOURNMENT 
DRAFT FOR SENATORS' REVIEW 
MINUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
9/25/06 
1637 
PRESENT: Marie Basom, David Christensen, Jeffrey Funderburk, 
Paul Gray, Cindy Herndon, Melissa Heston, Rob Hitlan, Sue 
Joslyn, Shashi Kaparthi, Susan Koch, Michael Licari, James 
Lubker, David Marchesani, Pierre-Damien Mvuyekure, Steve O'Kane, 
Phil Patton, Jerome Soneson, Laura Strauss, Denise Tallakson, 
Katherine VanWormer, Barbara Weeg, Susan Wurtz 
CALL TO ORDER 
Chair Herndon called the meeting to order at 3:17 P.M. 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
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Motion to approve the minutes of the 9/11/06 meeting by Senator 
VanWormer; second by Senator Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION 
No press present. 
COMMENTS FROM INTERIM PROVOST LUBKER 
Interim Provost Lubker remarked that the Board of Regents (BOR) 
will meet on campus this week, Wednesday and Thursday. 
He reported that UNI was asked to turn in to the BOR by the 
previous Friday, September 22, estimates for the 2008 budget. 
It is clear that the BOR has abandoned the Transformation Plan 
and has gone back to the old system of asking for the money we 
need to operate and the money we need for supplemental, special 
initiatives. We are facing several questions; first is how much 
will the BOR actually request overall for the three 
universities. This total amount comes to the BOR which then 
divvies it up. Several years ago a formula was put into place 
that gave 18.75% of that money to UNI, based on numbers of 
instate students at the three universities. We are concerned 
now because our enrollment has gone down by 2% and Iowa's has 
gone up by 2%. We may run into an argument with that formula 
which could mean a substantial decrease in the percentage that 
we receive. Those percentage amounts will possibly be discussed 
at the next BOR meeting. With that in mind, the BOR will 
probably be asking for $3.5 million of one-time funds that we 
are using to fund recurring costs. They will also probably ask 
for a 5.2% increase to fund our increases in utilities and 
things that we use to run the "store." In addition, we had to 
turn in a $2 million request for new lines; we could only 
request new faculty lines. The first draft that he ran through 
had requests for lines to help us in Disability Services, staff 
lines to help get our IT security into shape, and several other 
things, which we were not allowed to do. We could only send in 
a request for faculty lines at $2 million, which we did; 
however, we will probably not see any of it. But this is the 
first time in a long time that we have had the opportunity to 
try. He will report back to the Senate. 
COMMENTS FROM FACUTY CHAIR, SUE JOSLYN 
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Faculty Chair Joslyn reported she had spoken with the Northern 
Iowa Student Government (NISG) about Turnitin.com and asked 
those students who are currently using it to provide their 
input. Some students are concerned about issues of Intellectual 
Property, and there may be more information coming about that. 
She noted that there have been some circulating emails about 
this issue and she will keep the Senate informed about it. 
She also stated that the first Academic Rigor meeting had been 
held the previous week with a very lively discussion. This 
issue of Post-Tenure Review came up. She has talked with some 
people with United Faculty (UF) about this, as this is an issue 
that would need to go through the Union. It is hoped that the 
Faculty Senate and the UF they can convene some kind of a 
meeting this fall to get input and discuss the issue and to 
decide if it's something that is wanted or not. They will try 
to involve all the interested parties, which also include the 
students who are very interested in this issue. Senator 
Funderburk had suggested getting everyone involved to meet to 
discuss this issue. 
Senator Funderburk commented that the UF also had had a meeting 
today and discussed this and the wider issues of academic 
freedom and the implications that go into post-tenure reviews, 
as well as student assessments also came into the discussion. 
The whole process might be enlightening if, in working together 
we can find the correct forum. 
Senator O'Kane asked for clarification on who Senator Funderburk 
meant when he said "we," if he was referring to the Union. 
Senator Funderburk responded that Faculty Senate Chair Herndon, 
Faculty Senate Vice-Chair Licari, and the President and Vice-
President of UF had a meeting to discuss ways to get this 
discussion going in a cooperative fashion. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn remarked that it would be interesting 
because she likes to see those types of discussion. And the 
more people involved who feel as though they have a stake in the 
issue will make it a great discussion. 
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, CYNTHIA HERNDON 
Chair Herndon reminded the Senate about the breakfast Thursday 
morning with the BOR. She appreciated the suggestions for 
possible discussion topics. Also, just getting to know them as 
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people and they getting to know us as individuals is very 
helpful and to everyone's advantage. She urged the Senators to 
attend. It will be held in the Central Ballroom at Maucker 
Union. 
She also noted that she is in the process of ordering several 
copies of the book that President Allen referred to, "Good to 
Great" and plans to put them on reserve in the library. She 
will let the Senate know when the books are available. 
She also met as part of the President's Advisory Committee and 
they looked at concerns with enrollment, budget and formulas 
used to decide that. The Multi-Modal Facility, which may return 
in some way, shape or form and other issues were also looked at. 
Chair Herndon reported that she and Vice-Chair Licari will be 
meeting with the presidents and vice-president/president-elect 
of the senates at Iowa and Iowa State Tuesday evening. It will 
be interesting to see what issues important at the other 
institutions. 
On Wednesday morning, Chair Herndon will be attending the 
Council of Provosts meeting at the BOR meeting with Interim 
Provost Lubker, and she will be attending much of the BOR 
meeting here on campus. If there is anything to report back to 
the Senate she will discuss it at the next Senate meeting. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
912 Call for Discussion of Post-Tenure Review 
Senator Christensen moved that the Senate invoke number 9 from 
the green Docketing Sheet, "Return to petitioner because of 
decision not to docket at this time;" second by Senator Gray. 
Senator O'Kane, the sponsor of the item, stated that he is 
unsure why the Senate does not want it to be docketed. Is it 
because we are anticipating future discussions that are going to 
happen? 
Senator Christensen responded that he believes that this is 
clearly a collective bargaining issue and it has nothing to do 
with the Senate. And while we might have some feelings about 
it, we can send our feelings on to the bargaining agent and the 
administration, as they both will be submitting plans for 
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bargaining. He does not believe that the Senate has any 
business responding to this. 
Senator O'Kane commented that while it is a collective 
bargaining issue, could the Senate at least have a resolution 
that UF look into this issue? 
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Senator Funderburk, Vice-President of United Faculty, replied 
that from the meeting that was held today, the leadership of UF 
was in agreement to docket this with the idea to explore it 
further so that a committee might be formed to work with the 
Senate and UF. Officially, UF is not in opposition to there 
being discussion on this issue. There is some clarification as 
to what can and cannot be done in the Senate, but as a topic it 
is certainly something that is potentially important to more 
people than just collective bargaining. There are many people 
who will make the argument that we already have post-tenure 
reviews and that there are elements of the contract that are not 
consistently applied that might be consistent with a post-tenure 
review. There have been officers at this institution stating on 
record that we have post-tenure review already in place. There 
might be some interesting topics there. 
Senator Weeg stated that she plans to vote to not docket. 
During the Senate retreat this came up within the context of the 
discussion of the enhancement of teaching. She is in favor of 
enhancing teaching, as most everyone is. She believes there are 
other ways to encourage innovative teaching that take a positive 
approach. In reading the call for discussion, it seems that 
there are additional problems, many of which are administrative, 
meaning the problem of department heads and deans. Rather than 
just having a discussion solely on post-tenure review, she 
believes the discussion should be broader in terms of enhancing 
teaching, enhancing opportunities to develop innovative methods 
and for rewarding teaching. The other issue that is raised can 
be dealt in other ways. 
Senator VanWormer noted that whatever happens, we need to 
consider the publicity that might come about. She would hate to 
read about that in a newspaper. 
Senator Hitlan remarked that such a discussion might also be 
good; you can't really say that it will be negative. 
Senator Soneson commented that he believes that this is an 
important enough decision that the faculty should be involved in 
this discussion. We may not be able to pass anything like a 
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post-tenure review but for the Senate to listen to what our 
colleagues have to say and to bring concerns forward in a 
discussion among ourselves might be a very good thing. As 
representatives of the faculty it is important for us to have a 
conversation. In such a discussion, the minutes would be 
published; faculty would know that this discussion would be 
taking place and could ask questions and then respond to what is 
said. It would not be a "once and for all" discussion but the 
beginning of what might be a very important discussion for us. 
Senator Licari stated that his thoughts are also along the lines 
of Senator Soneson's, that having this sort of discussion would 
be a very healthy thing for this faculty to do. He hesitates to 
presume that these kinds of discussions will be negative or bad 
and that we can get a lot out of them. We can learn more about 
what it means to be a faculty member here and what it means to 
be an effective faculty member here. By avoiding those kinds of 
discussions we are not doing our jobs very well as leaders of 
the faculty. 
Senator Christensen noted that when he moved that this should 
not be docketed he had no intention of avoiding discussion. The 
discussion should be under the auspices of the Chair of the 
Faculty, not the Senate. He does not believe that the Senate 
has any business discussing this particular topic. 
Senator Weeg stated that her concern still is that this is 
calling for discussion of one issue, post-tenure review. Are 
the other factors that will be brought out in the discussion 
going to be recorded as well, such as pro-active, positive means 
of rewarding teaching, as opposed to just adding another review 
process? 
Senator Funderburk commented that what Senator Weeg said is a 
good clarification since the BOR has signed on to the AAUP 
principals and standards, and it clearly points out that post-
tenure review, if elected, should be seen as part of 
professional development and not seen as a process of getting 
rid of "dead wood." In light of that, it would seem necessary 
to talk about these enhancements of teaching and appropriate 
rewards for good teaching as opposed to only the negative side. 
Senator Soneson asked if this is something that could be 
clarified and discussed in some length if we the Senate had that 
discussion. As opposed to a group of people getting together 
for a discussion, which would not be a public forum, the same 
way as a Senate discussion. 
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Faculty Chair Joslyn noted that if the Senate would like the 
Chair of the Faculty to call for some type of meeting that would 
include some of these other discussions as an alternative, she 
would be happy to do so. This discussion could also include UF 
representative and any faculty that would like to attend 
including Faculty Senators. 
Chair Herndon reiterated that if the Senate does not docket 
there is an alternative means for this discussion. 
Voting took place with nine senators voting not to docket, seven 
to docket. Calendar item #912 was not docketed. 
Senator O'Kane moved to asked Faculty Chair Joslyn to convene an 
open discussion to look into the matter of post-tenure review; 
second by Vice-Chair Licari. 
Senator Funderburk noted that there needs to be some clarity on 
the organizational structure of these discussions. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn asked if it should be an open invitation to 
the faculty. 
Senator Funderburk replied that with those types of meetings it 
is very unpredictable as to who will or won't be there. 
Chair Herndon asked if the Senate would like to have some type 
of representation in organizational discussion for this. 
Senator Funderburk noted that it might be nice if there was an 
organizational meeting call, perhaps three representatives from 
the Senate, three from UF, and other groups, maybe student 
government. 
Senator Strauss commented that she was thinking along the same 
lines as Senator Funderburk, maybe a task force, something that 
would have joint representation. That group would come up with 
topics for discussion, such as how can we identify and reward or 
promote good teaching. Representatives to this organizational 
meeting would come knowing that they are looking for a positive 
way to make this work, not just a way to negatively add on a 
review process, and to make the discussions more focused. 
Senator Gray stated that he would like to suggest that the 
committee take Senators Weeg's suggestion to heart and open it 
up to excellence in teaching instead of a narrow post-tenure 
review. It is not that good teaching goes unnoticed here; it 
just goes unrewarded. It is clearly a UF issue and in looking 
at what UF has put out there, their perspective of post-tenure 
review, as well as the feedback he has received, it is clearly 
stepping on UF. It could be framed in excellence in teaching 
and perhaps associate it with emeritus status, if possible, 
having a record of excellence in teaching as part of the 
requirement for emeritus status. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn asked if that should also include 
discussions of academic freedom and whether there are 
responsibilities associated with that. 
Senator Funderburk replied that that is what the UF is also 
concerned with. 
Senator Soneson suggested that if such a meeting does take 
place, that there be some way to make it public, perhaps with 
the taking of minutes or notes, so that everyone knows what is 
going on. It should become a larger conversation as it does 
have implications for everybody. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn asked if he was referring to the 
organizational meeting or the actual discussion meetings. 
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Senator Soneson responded that this is important enough that 
people want to know the process. If there is going to be 
faculty support, they need to feel they have been informed and 
involved in the process. The more we can be public about it the 
more smoothly the conversation will run. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn reviewed what she had so far; to convene a 
meeting of three representatives from the Senate, three from UF 
as an organizational meeting to generate topics from a positive 
agenda that discusses post-tenure review as a small part of a 
larger picture of professional development, and to have public 
minutes from the organizational meeting as well as the larger 
open meeting. 
Senator Weeg noted that during the retreat Interim Provost 
Lubker mention the possibility of the academic department heads 
and/or deans getting together to discuss the whole rewarding of 
teaching issue. While it would not be included in what Faculty 
Chair Joslyn will be doing, she does not want to lose sight of 
that possibility. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn asked if it would be for the larger group 
to make recommendations, or would this be the point where the 
department heads and/or deans would be included in the 
discussion? 
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Senator Heston commented that she thought that there would be a 
meeting set up with the Senate and the deans to find out the 
message they are communicating to their department heads about 
rewarding teaching. She does agree with Senator Weeg that this 
all came about from the task force on Teaching and Learning. It 
becomes interesting in how best to move forward with that issue 
in a way that does not leave us with just a couple of 
discussions and nothing changes. She would like to hear what 
the deans think their message is and also to know what the 
department heads think their message is. If the issue is 
rewards and that is controlled by the administration, the 
administration should be able to explain to the faculty what 
their guidelines are. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn asked if that is something that would need 
to be before this larger discussion or part of the 
recommendations? 
Senator Heston responded that she did not know whether they 
should be separate or not. She was a little skeptical about 
issuing broad invitations to faculty who are very busy and 
whether there will be much response or not. 
Interim Provost Lubker remarked that he believed that the more 
conversation you have about these issues with large numbers of 
people, the better off you are. This is definitely a 
bargaining, negotiable item. We would have to be very careful 
about bringing administrators into the discussion without the 
full agreement and cooperation of UF. 
Senator Heston asked how do we move forward with these serious 
discussions on Excellence in Teaching at this university when 
there are clear perceptions on the part of some faculty that it 
is not being taking care of and there is no support. 
Interim Provost Lubker stated that he is totally in favor of 
that kind of discussion. He wants to make sure it is being done 
with everyone's understanding and approval. 
Senator Funderburk responded that from his personal perspective 
it strikes him that separating the two for discussion would be 
appropriate. There will be a lot of fact finding in the type of 
discussion we're talking about. Some educational things also 
need to happen in any discussion of post-tenure review, what is 
in the realm of possibility and what isn't, what must be 
negotiated and what doesn't have to be. To throw this all 
together would make it very complicated and very difficult to 
get anything started. 
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Senator Weeg commented that toward the end of the Faculty Senate 
retreat, was Chair Herndon going to discuss with Interim Provost 
Lubker the possibility of the deans and department chairs 
meeting with the Senate regarding rewarding teaching. 
Chair Herndon responded that yes but they have not had the 
opportunity to do so. 
Senator Weeg continued that the timing is also important. 
Interim Provost Lubker stated that this sort of a discussion is 
on the list of things that must be negotiated. There is a list 
of things that have to be negotiated, things that canot be 
negotiated, and things that may be negotiated. This is one of 
those things that has to be negotiated, which means that 
administrators cannot get into without negotiation. 
Senator Weeg asked if administrators themselves could talk 
across the college lines. 
Interim Provost replied that they can talk among themselves. 
Senator Weeg continued that that is what is important to her and 
the timing of it. 
Senator Wurtz asked what would happen if we invited leadership 
from UF to come to a regular Senate meeting and expressed our 
concerns and asked how we can work together, what their concerns 
are on this, and just have a dialogue with them before taking 
action. 
Senator Funderburk responded that this is what we have actually 
started today with the leadership from Senate and UF meeting 
today. UF is not opposing this going forward at this point and 
they are ready to talk any time in the correct forum. 
Senator Wurtz continued that if UF were asked as to how they 
perceive this problem and what actions are you looking at to 
address this, Senator Funderburk, as representing UF, would have 
answers. 
Senator Funderburk stated that that would be hard to answer 
right now. It would be a very long and big discussion if it 
happened. If this body is willing to commit that kind of time 
then certainly the union leadership is going to have those 
discussions. 
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Senator Wurtz reiterated her question, what is UF's concern with 
quality teaching, tenure issues and how can they be handled. 
Senator Funderburk replied that UF certainly has some concerns 
about the perceived inconsistent execution of the current 
contract and anything else put in place would want to have some 
safeguards to ensure that it is was going to be implemented in a 
fair, consistent manner throughout. As far as there being a 
specific thing that UF is after, no. It is his understanding 
that during the last two negotiation processes the 
administration has not come forward with any proposals to change 
anything. 
Senator Wurtz asked if UF has a position on quality of teaching 
at this institution? 
Senator Funderburk responded that as far as a stated position in 
writing, no, he has not seen one, nor does the Senate have one 
as far as he is aware. 
Senator Wurtz remarked that she wondered if that isn't a step 
that should be addressed. 
Senator Funderburk continued that in addressing Senator Weeg's 
comment, one of the things he found surprising from the Senate 
retreat was Senators from certain departments saying that 
evaluating letters to teachers never mention teaching. That is 
not a contract issue but asked if there could be meetings with 
the deans to find out if the word was getting through to them 
that they were to mention teaching when they write an evaluation 
letter. 
Senator Heston noted that the question of what is the message of 
the university to all faculty about the importance of teaching 
is a different issue than what the exact reward structure is. 
The broader, philosophical issue is the relevance of teaching, 
which we all say is so important. What can we do to, what would 
it look like if we were to, create an environment where faculty 
all felt that excellence in teaching was indeed not just 
rhetoric but reality. 
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Senator Funderburk clarified that merit pay is not determined by 
the union. 
Senator Gray commented that the discussion here is very clear 
that everyone seems to be focused· on teaching, whereas a post-
tenure review opens the door to evaluate research and scholarly 
activities. His reason for not wanting to docket this item is 
because if it were brought back in the framework of Excellence 
and Teaching, it would not be a UF issue and it would be 
something we could own as a group. 
Senator O'Kane reiterated his motion, that the Senate commission 
Faculty Chair Joslyn to convene a committee to begin to look 
into the matter of post-tenure review as a part of professional 
development and support of excellence in teaching and 
scholarship. 
Chair Herndon asked if including three representatives from the 
Senate and three from UF was enough to at least get the 
organizational part started. The consensus was that that was 
sufficient. 
The motion passed. 
Chair Herndon asked for volunteers to serve on this panel. 
Senators O'Kane, Licari and Strauss volunteered. 
913 Formation of a Task Force to Study the UNI Curriculum as 
proposed by Interim Provost Lubker 
Chair Herndon noted that discussion had come to her as to 
whether this should go to the Curriculum Committee. Interim 
Provost Lubker was looking at this as a faculty matter and he 
would like to have faculty involved, as well as the University 
Curriculum Committee (UCC) and the Liberal Arts Core Committee 
(LACC). Interim Dean Lubker did not want to be involved 
personally in this committee; he just wanted to get it started. 
Interim Provost Lubker stated that he clearly understands that 
this is a faculty issue. Last year the Senate instructed the 
UCC to conduct an investigation into the length of majors and to 
report back to the Senate. His only thought here is to expand 
the scope of that and to take a look at our curricula in 
general. He firmly believes we can improve what we are doing, 
offer a better range of things for our students and be better 
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organized. This would have to be done by the faculty because it 
is a faculty issue. We might as well include in that a study of 
the LAC. With that in mind, he thought a good way to work would 
be to have a couple of members of the LACC, UCC, a couple of 
faculty members and some student representation to take a look 
at what we are doing here in terms of the length of majors, over 
all size of majors, under enrolled sections, use and make-up of 
the LAC, a wide variety of issues. Once the committee is 
started, he would back off, and if the faculty found that this 
is something that does not need to be looked at, that would be 
fine. But he believes we can do ourselves some good. 
Senator O'Kane asked if there was already a standing committee 
looking at the length of majors. 
Associate Provost Koch responded that the UCC is looking at that 
issue. 
Senator O'Kane continued, asking if Interim Provost Lubker sees 
this as separate from the body or incorporated into it. 
Interim Provost Lubker replied that he thought UCC work could be 
incorporated into it to be more efficient. 
Senator Heston noted that one of the things that concerns her is 
that the UCC and the LACC are already extraordinarily busy. 
With any recommendations that this proposed committee might 
have, they will have to have very broad faculty acceptance up 
front. She strongly supports the idea of looking at this issue, 
but it has to be structured very carefully and faculty need to 
have real confidence in everyone on that committee. 
Interim Provost Lubker responded that this committee would not 
be a group that could rush to judgment. He would advocate 
keeping it small because he believes small committees are the 
most efficient way to work. They would have to seek advice and 
council from a wide range of sources and be very faculty 
orientated. 
Senator Soneson remarked that it might be best to have 
university-wide elections for the committee makeup. 
Interim Provost Lubker responded that representation would be 
from the UCC and the LACC, but that faculty representation might 
best be done by general election. 
Chair Herndon stated that she sees this as an item to docket 
with discussion to follow. 
Motion to docket in regular order as item #823 by Senator 
Strauss; second by Senator Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
NEW BUSINESS 
Audio taping of University Faculty Senate meetings 
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Chair Herndon stated that she has been asked to move the Audio 
taping of University Faculty Senate meetings up to the beginning 
as Joe Marchesani, Assistant Professor, ITS-Educational 
Technology, is present to discuss this and answer questions. 
Until fairly recently, the taping of the meetings was used by 
Dena Snowden, Faculty Senate Secretary, to develop the extensive 
minutes of the Senate meetings. Now there is the possibility of 
getting the audio portion of the minutes online where all 
discussion is included. It is possible to make this audio file 
available to everyone, or it can be password protected. She 
wanted to open it up for Senate discussion to see if this is 
something the Senate would like to have available and to what 
extent. 
Dr. Marchesani noted that ITS has been recording these meeting 
for many years, a simple recording when the meetings were held 
in Gilchrist Hall. Since the move to the Great Reading Room 
with the cavernous acoustics of this room, they have had to make 
the recordings into kind of a radio broadcast. Since ITS was 
spending all this time and student help it was possible to have 
a digital file at no extra cost which then could be used by the 
Senate. He spoke with the people at ITS who have the servers to 
do this. They have said that it is a simple matter to take the 
file from the digital recording, to put it on their computer and 
then put it up on the server. It can then be linked to the 
Senate web site at no additional cost. The Senate can make the 
recording password protected, which can be changed if it is 
compromised. The Senate could also decide if they would want to 
make it available to be downloaded, which means people would put 
it on their desktop and maybe edit it, or just stream it. The 
charge is a one time only charge of $20.00 at the beginning of 
the academic year with no other charges after that. This is 
something that the Senate can decide if they want to have 
available. The people that do this have told him that it is a 
very simple procedure. 
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Chair Herndon stated that with the multiple microphones around 
they will sometimes pick up quiet conversations and other 
sounds, and the Senate should consider whether they want that 
available. There may be things that are said during the 
meetings that are not reflected verbatim in the minutes that the 
speaker may not want to go beyond the meeting. 
Dr. Marchesani noted that whispers are not picked up clearly by 
this system. The files can be edited but there is a charge for 
that and a transcript of what was said must be provided and what 
is to be edited out. 
Senator Patton stated that he feels very strongly that this is 
an open meeting as required by law and it does behoove us all to 
be cautious of what we say. Any effort to reduce the amount of 
information that is discussed here from the general public is 
not something he can understand in an open, public environment. 
Senator VanWormer commented that it does not seem necessary but 
does want to compliment Dena on the excellent notes. She has 
heard people from other universities say that they have never 
read such extensive minutes. It seems like anything that is 
said is recorded in the minutes. 
Senator Heston noted that there would be some trade offs that 
she would expect to see if the audio minutes were posted online. 
She would expect to have only a short summary set of minutes 
going out. While it is an open meeting, people do have some 
obligation to attend an open meeting so that they can hear the 
whole context and see everything that is going on. It is not 
the same to listen to an audiotape. There are exchanges that go 
on between individuals which happened last year, and what was 
said did not show up in the minutes and she was accused of 
altering the minutes for her own benefit. At the same time, by 
having an audiotape and knowing that everything that is said 
will go out will kill discussion tremendously, especially if you 
have to say something hard. 
Senator Weeg asked if the audiotaping would be in lieu of Dena's 
minutes. 
Chair Herndon replied that was not her 
would be in addition to those minutes. 
that if there was an audio taping then 
of the minutes. 
understanding; that it 
But there was a comment 
maybe just have a summary 
Senator Heston commented that the tapes of the senate meetings 
are available for the public to listen to if they want. If 
someone wants to put out the effort to listen, the tapes are 
available. 
Senator Gray asked if the Senate agrees to do this, who 
maintains the equipment, are there any other ongoing costs? 
Dr. Marchesani replied that it does not cost any extra other 
than the initial $20 set-up fee at the beginning of the year. 
It does not require more students; it only requires one 
additional piece of equipment; it only costs what it costs for 
the taping with seven microphones. 
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Senator Gray continued that his second question is, being a 
professor who has had a couple of videos of himself_posted on 
Google Video with his approval, is there a way to put a 
copyright on that to keep distribution of the minutes within the 
University's control? 
Dr. Marchesani responded that we would probably have to go to 
the University Council to get an opinion on that. All he knows 
is that it can be password protected so that only those with the 
password can access it. The University assumes that if you are 
on videotape, produced on University property, doing your job, 
it is not owned by you. He does not want to get involved in a 
discussion of legal copyright issues, as he is not qualified to 
speak about these. 
Senator Soneson asked if other universities have this service. 
Faculty Senate Secretary, Dena Snowden, responded that neither 
Iowa nor Iowa State have audiotapes of their minutes available 
on line. 
Senator Kaparthi commented that he would be against making the 
audiotapes of the Senate meetings available because the context 
in which things are said is very important to the understanding 
of what is said. Small pieces can be edited that can change the 
meaning, and so he is against having it available to everyone. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn asked if there is a big demand for this, 
would people use this? 
Secretary Snowden stated that in her tenure as Faculty Senate 
Secretary, approximately six years, she has only had one person 
ask for a tape of a meeting. 
Senator Patton noted that he would like to restate the point he 
was previously trying to make, which is that he does not care 
about the technology or the mechanics of the situation but is 
opposed to anything that attempts to have less than full 
disclosure of what is conducted here. 
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Senator Soneson asked if full disclosure would be present if the 
Senate continued the practices that we already have in place, 
that is, thorough minutes and tapes available for any faculty 
member who want to borrow them. 
Senator Patton responded that absolutely yes, but the 
introduction that he heard seemed to imply that we were going to 
somehow sanitize some of the discussions that were going to 
occur here for public consumption. That is what he was speaking 
against. 
Senator Heston stated that if this technology were to be used, 
she would like to see it at any number of public meetings held 
at this university, such as the UCC and the Graduate Council . 
For her, if it is technology that is worth using, it should be 
done at all public meetings. We should not hold the Senate in 
the position that our words are more important and available for 
inspection rather than getting the gist. Dena does a marvelous 
job of getting the gist and people can follow that. She does 
not believe that ultimately it would be good for the Senate 
unless it is done with every committee that exists on campus, 
and it will kill committee discussion quickly if it is used. 
Senator Gray asked why not video as well? Noting that there is 
not much of a technology leap involved. 
Dr. Marchesani noted that it does not make any difference if the 
Senate decides to do this, there will be about the same amount 
of equipment with two students hired. It is completely up to 
the Senate. The only reason the Senate got chosen was because 
seven microphones are used and being in this room generated the 
whole process. 
Senator Kaparthi commented that at the beginning of every 
meeting we start with the approval of the minutes of the 
previous meeting, and everyone has that chance to talk about the 
accuracy of the minutes. Making the audiotapes available would 
not serve any purpose. 
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Senator Funderburk questioned if the positive gains that might 
be there, can offset the possible abuse of it, such as if 
someone were to take sound bites out of context from the audio 
tapes, which can easily happen. It's a little more difficult to 
take them out of context from written minutes. 
Chair Herndon asked Dena how long the audiocassettes from the 
meetings archived. 
Dena responded that they are usually kept about five years. 
Motion by Senator Gray to table this until the October 9, 2006 
meeting; second by Senator Soneson. Motion passed 
Senator Soneson thanked Dr. Marchesani on behalf of the senate, 
noting that this was very thoughtful and it is nice to have the 
option whether the Senate chooses to go that way or not. 
Elect representative to the University Energy Conservation 
Committee 
Chair Herndon stated that this is a new committee that will 
report to President Allen, with representatives serving three 
years. Representatives will be from the student body, faculty, 
staff and community members as part of the ongoing budget 
conversations. 
Senator O'Kane asked who is else is serving on the committee. 
Grant Erwin, NISG President, provided a list of the current 
members, which include: Jim Walters, Earth Science; Jodi Stone, 
Price Lab School; Joel Haack, College of Natural Sciences; Bill 
Stigliani, CEEE; Brent Ascher, Residence Administration; Mike 
Bobeldyk, Maucker Union; Kathy Green, University Health 
Services; Vicki Grimes, Marketing and Public Relations; Susanna 
Schuerman, Development Communications; Marty Mark, Technology 
Services; Sandy Nordahl, Technical Services, GBPAC; Tom 
Pfiffner, Utilities and Power Plant; Dean Shoars, Physical 
Plant; Seth Bokelman, ITS; Brian Peters, Operations and 
Maintenance; Pete Olson, Cedar Falls Utilities; Don Reitchmeyer 
(?), Energy Services; and, David Zarifis, Public Safety. 
Student representatives are: Grant Erwin, Adam Bentley, Ashley 
Wilson, Hilary Herrin, and Holly Kagy. 
Senator Gray asked what this committee would be charged with. 
Chair Herndon replied that the charge of this committee will be 
to identify, consider, and recommend strategies that will 
enhance environmental awareness and energy conservation efforts 
on campus. 
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Jennifer Younie, NISG Vice-President, noted that they would also 
be developing a one-year, two-year, five-year, and ten-year 
plan. 
Senator O'Kane asked if the representative has to be a Faculty 
Senate member or someone representing the faculty. 
Chair Herndon replied that it can be someone that the Senate 
appoints, not necessarily a senator. 
In response to Senator Weeg's question if the names of the 
committee members other than the students are on there by virtue 
of their position, Interim Provost Lubker replied that he was 
asked to put on four or five faculty on the committee. One was 
to be a dean; one was to be co-head or co-chair of the 
committee. 
Chair Herndon asked for nominations. She nominated Catherine 
Zeman, HPELS, noting that she is very involved with many of the 
CEEE kinds of activities and conservation, and that Dr. Zeman 
was very excited to serve on this committee. 
Motion by Senator Heston to approve by acclamation; second by 
Senator Weeg. Motion passed. 
Elect representatives (2) to the Student Conduct Committee 
Chair Herndon stated that this has come about because there have 
been two committee members that have left. The committee 
conducts hearing for students for non-academic reasons. There 
are other positions on this committee that are not faculty. The 
committee is made up of four faculty members that are appointed 
by the Faculty Senate to serve four-year terms, as well as staff 
members nominated by the Vice-President for Educational and 
Student Services, three faculty/staff co-chairs chosen by the 
president, and six student representatives nominated by NISG to 
serve two-year terms. There are two people who are no longer on 
the committee for various reasons. One is on phased retirement 
and the other has moved up to another leadership position. 
Senator Hitlan is currently serving as one of the Senate 
representatives, as is Lynn Brandt, Earth Science. 
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Senator Kaparthi nominated Heidi Noonan-Day, Management, noting 
that Ms. Noonan-Day is an attorney and an instructor of business 
law, and that she has looked extensively at the University of 
Northern Iowa's student policy handbook. 
Senator Soneson remarked that it was his understanding that Ms. 
Noonan-Day is an instructor rather than a tenure/tenure track 
faculty member. 
Chair Herndon stated that she believed that these appointments 
just needed to be faculty. 
Senator Heston commented that she assumed that nominees had to 
be members of the voting faculty and that the voting faculty is 
broadly defined. 
Chair Herndon noted that she will check on who is eligible to 
serve on this committee. 
Chair Herndon nominated Robert Lee, HPELS, a tenured instructor. 
He began teaching at the Lab School and has been at UNI for many 
years. He has worked with students as a coach and as such, has 
that aspect of working with students outside of the academic 
area. 
Motion to close nominations by Senator Heston; second by Senator 
Strauss. Motion passed. 
Voting to accept the two nominated names, Heidi Noonan-Day and 
Robert Lee, as representatives to the Student Conduct Committee, 
with the understanding that Chair Herndon will return this to 
the Senate if Ms. Noonan-Day is not eligible, passed with one 
opposition. 
Elect representative to Liberal Arts Core Committee 
Chair Herndon stated that this appointment was one that Senator 
Heston filled last year. The representative does not have to be 
a senator; the individual may be an appointment from the Senate 
and it is a three-year appointment. Senator Heston has taken on 
many responsibilities and would like to step down. She has 
asked the Senate to make another appointment to continue her 
term. 
Senator Heston noted that she believed it would be helpful to 
have a Senator on this committee, someone who is aware of what 
is going on in the university. 
Chair Herndon commented that there would be problems with 
continuity as a senator may have less than three years to serve 
on his/her senate term. It is a committee that does a lot of 
work, one that requires its members to be involved and she has 
been very impressed by the reports that have come forward from 
that committee. Discuss·ion followed. 
Motion by Senator Heston to nominate Senator Wurtz; second by 
Senator Gray. 
Motion by Senator Soneson to close the nominations; second by 
Senator Strauss. Motion passed. 
Motion to elect Senator Wurtz to the LACC passed. 
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Chair Herndon remarked that there may be other comrrii tt·ee 
appointments coming forward as she gets a better handle on which 
committees need appointments. Some committee appointments need 
only be Senate appointments, faculty members, not senators. 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
802 Interruption of Classes by Public Safety Personnel 
Chair Herndon stated that she contacted David Zarifis, Public 
Safety Director, and learned that a committee had been formed to 
look at this issue, which made recommendations that have been 
forwarded to UF. She will follow up on where this item is in 
the approval process. Mr. Zarifis did indicate that he would be 
glad to follow up on this at a Senate meeting. 
Senator Funderburk commented that he is unaware of a formal 
report coming to UF. 
Chair Herndon reiterated that she will follow up on this. 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
819 Academic Calendar 2007 - 2012 
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Senator Patton, UNI Registrar and Chair of the University 
Calendar Committee, was present to discuss this with the Senate. 
Motion to approve by Senator Heston; second by Senator O'Kane. 
Senator Gray questioned the reason for the week break at 
Thanksgiving other than if that was what everyone else was 
doing. 
Senator Patton responded that in looking at this the committee 
came up with three reasons to have a week-long break. The first 
being that there have been continual requests from faculty and 
students for a week-long break for the last several years. 
Second, it equalizes the instructional terms of both fall and 
spring semesters at 74 instructional days. There is some value 
in continuity of instruction if you have the same number of 
days. Last, this change brings our calendar into greater 
alignment with both Iowa State and the University of Iowa. This 
may be beneficial in trying to enter into inter-institutional 
teaching such as over the Iowa Communications Network (ICN). It 
is not helpful for one institution to have class when the other 
two don ot when students from all three are all involved in an 
ICN class. 
Senator Strauss asked in terms of the ICN, how many students are 
actually involved. 
Senator Patton replied that it is a small number. 
Senator Strauss continued that she doesn't know what has 
necessarily been investigated, but she believes that if we were 
to take two extra days off, it would make more sense to do so in 
October, after midterms. This would give the students a four-
day weekend to re-charge because it is a long haul from the 
third week of August to Thanksgiving. Both students and faculty 
are burned out and in taking the whole week off, basically they 
will come back unresponsive the last two weeks. Why not just 
have finals before Thanksgiving and call it good? Taking two 
instructional days off just seems better to do so after midterms 
and start fresh with the second half of the semester. This is 
her opinion and she has had at least two or three other faculty 
members say they feel the same way. 
Senator VanWormer stated that the one problem she has found with 
teaching a Monday and Tuesday week only is that you only have 
half the class there and then when you come back from break you 

have to spend time to catch the rest of the class up. The 
students for the most part are taking a week off. 
Senator Strauss replied that that is their choice and the 
consequences that they choose to take. 
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Senator Soneson remarked that there are a number of schools that 
have gone in that direction, having two or three days off in 
October, with some schools taking a full week off. A fall break 
like the spring break is not a bad idea; two days is better than 
none at all, with five days even better. 
Senator Patton noted that many years ago there was a mid-term 
break and by action of the Senate, that was taken away. 
Senator Marchesani asked for input from the students' 
perspective. 
NISG President Grant Erwin responded that this has been a topic 
of discussion for the students for many years. Overall they are 
supportive of the week-long break, with one of the main reasons 
being this allows for students who live further away to travel 
home for an entire week whereas if there is just a four-day 
weekend it minimizes traveling. Overall, students are in 
support of the weeklong Thanksgiving break. 
Senator Heston remarked that one of the things that has come up 
in previous discussions of this is concerns about the labs for 
the sciences. She asked if any senators from science had heard 
any concerns about how this might affect how labs would be 
conducted. 
Senator O'Kane replied that if anything it would be helpful. 
The way things are currently working is if there is a course 
that has five sections, or however many sections, that meet 
Monday through Friday, essentially you have to cancel labs for 
the whole week anyway so there is no loss there. 
Senator Soneson reiterate that this is with the two days of 
instruction at Thanksgiving. 
Senator O'Kane continued that there are many courses that have 
one or two labs per week. By only have Monday and Tuesday 
classes, some people just cannot get that lab so they cancel the 
whole week. 
Senator Soneson asked how labs would be affected by having a 
two-day break in October. 
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Senator O'Kane stated that that would also foul the lab schedule 
up. 
Senator Wurtz questioned what Senator Patton meant when he said 
that it would bring us into greater alignment with the other 
state university; what is our current number of days compared to 
theirs? And what would be our number of days with the new 
calendar? 
Senator Patton responded that our sister institutions are at 
74/74 instructional days fall and spring. UNI is currently at 
76/74. 
Chair Herndon commented that that is just the academic calendar 
when classes are held. Faculty would be required to come two 
days earlier. 
Senator Patton noted that that refers to academic staff, not 
faculty but is to be determined. 
Associate Provost Koch responded that she did not think that was 
so; she thought it means faculty. She believes the point was 
that it didn't change the number of workdays of the faculty; it 
simply moves the Monday and Tuesday workdays to the Thursday and 
Friday immediately before school start. She noted that this is 
a very important point. 
Senator Patton continued, that yes, that was a very important 
point, and we should proceed along that line, that it is a 
reporting day for faculty to their department and is not 
instructional periods. 
In response to a question from Senator Funderburk as to the 
point of doing that, Associate Provost Koch responded that she 
did not write the memo so we need to get clarification on this 
from the Provost. 
Senator Funderburk commented the faculty's year already begins 
in August so he is not sure how that would affect the faculty's 
reporting time. The faculty contract has nothing to do with the 
specific number of teaching days and he thought this would be 
something other faculty would be interested in. 
Discussion followed with Senator Patton noting that the Senate 
should check with Mike Mixsell as to when the current reporting 
period is, and if it should be moved if these two additional 
days are taken as non-instructional days. 
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Senator Funderburk added what he did not understand was that it 
takes from instructional days but has not put anything back in 
as instructional days and adds office hours when nobody is here. 
Associate Provost Koch commented that the understanding is that 
if faculty had a week off at Thanksgiving, it would be a week of 
vacation and that faculty would not have to be here on that 
Monday and Tuesday. 
Senator Soneson noted if "staff members on academic appointment" 
means "faculty," the intention behind it would be to make it 
possible for there to be department meetings prior to the start 
of the semester, such as department retreats. 
Chair Patton remarked that that would also allow faculty to 
participate in activities such as registration occurring before 
classes begin, noting that final registration is always the 
Friday before classes begin for the semester. 
Chair Herndon asked how that is different from what happens 
currently. 
Senator Soneson responded that there are faculty that would say 
that they do not have to show up until Monday, unless there are 
official duties such as registration. 
In response to Chair Herndon's comment about what is specified 
as the first reporting day, Senator Funderburk stated that it is 
not specified. 
Motion by Senator O'Kane to table for further official 
clarification; second by Senate Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
820 Support for International Faculty at UNI 
Chair Herndon stated that this request came from the CHFA Senate 
and the English Department, 
John Swope, Chair, English Department Faculty Senate, was 
present to discuss this with the Senate. 
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Dr. Swope stated that he inherited this as he was not on the 
English Senate last year but he is the Chair this year. Last 
year the English Department had a new hire who came from abroad 
and because of the post 9/11 changes regarding visas this person 
had to take two weeks early in the semester to do a short term 
return to her home country where she waited until she had her 
immigration interview and was then released to return to the 
United States. The feeling of the English Department Senate, 
with the endorsement of the CHFA Senate, was that it would be 
prudent for the University to have one person who is familiar 
with immigration and naturalization law, as well as resources 
for new faculty coming into these types of situations. Not only 
getting work visas but also making adjustments in terms of 
finding housing, etc. In this particular case, the faculty 
member did not drive, did not have a social security number, 
could not open a bank account, and so on. It was the feeling of 
the English Department Senate that if there were somewhere that 
had the accurate information to facilitate such situation as 
easily as possible, it would be beneficial to the University. 
Chair Herndon remarked that the Senate now needs to decide where 
to go with this to help not only the English Department and 
CHFA, but the university as a whole. 
Associate Provost Koch offered the suggestion that Mike Mixsell, 
Academic Administrative Services Coordinator, works with 
international faculty on some of the documentation issues. She 
does not know for sure what the scope of his duties, but it 
would helpful to ask Mike to come to the Senate to discuss what 
he does. He might be able to also expand on this topic as he 
meets each one of the new faculty at some stage of their arrival 
here at UNI. 
Senator Mvuyekure commented, as someone who has been going 
through the rungs of immigration up until now, he supports Dr. 
Swope's testimony in that Iowa and Iowa State both have such 
support. During his time here, no one has come forward to talk 
to him; When he was interviewed for the job in 1995, the Chair 
of the English Department told him that he was on his own in 
getting everything taken care of. Other institutions that hire 
international employees help them in terms of their visas so 
that they are able to work in the U.S. and have supporting 
systems to help the new employee settle into their new jobs and 
home. UNI does not seem to help and when these things were 
going on, a simple call to Senators Grassley and Harkin would 
have speeded up the process considerably. All that would be 
involved is a phone call to the embassy, and he knows that for 
sure because he has been going through that up until now. He 
believes it is really important for UNI to establish such a 
support system as it exists at Iowa and Iowa State so that 
people will know where to go. International students know that 
they have to go to International Services but international 
faculty at UNI don not know where to go. 
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Senator Soneson stated that he has worked with Mr. Mixsell on 
this before and he agrees with Associate Provost Koch that he 
knows a good deal about this. The Senate may want to be clearer 
about what it is that we want or need, perhaps tabling this and 
checking with Mr. Mixsell or asking him to attend our next 
meeting to answer questions the Senate may have. 
Motion to table until the October 9, 2006 meeting by Senator 
Soneson; second by Senator VanWormer. Motion passed. 
Chair Herndon stated that she will contact Mr. Mixsell and that 
there are a number of issues here that he may be able to 
clarify. 
821 Representation on Honor Code Task Force 
Otto MacLin, Chair, Honor Code Task Force, was present to 
discuss this with the Senate. 
Chair Herndon stated that at one of the last meetings the Senate 
held last year, the Honor Code Task Force presented the Senate 
with their report, which included a draft of an Honor Code and 
the processes involved in implementation and enforcement. At 
that time Senator Weeg had suggested that the Library have a 
representative on the Honor Code Task Council. The Senate asked 
Senator Weeg to contact her colleagues at the Library who said 
that they would indeed like to have representation on the Honor 
Code Council. This opened up the question as to whether all 
colleges therefore should be represented. 
Dr. MacLin provided the Senate with a brief history of how this 
all came about, noting that Mitch Strauss, Design, Family and 
Consumer Sciences, brought this idea to the Senate several years 
ago. It was moved forward by the Senate for investigation with 
Ronnie Bankston, who was the Chair of the Senate at that time, 
forming a task force, which is somewhat independent of colleges. 
Members of the task force are associated with the colleges and 
not representatives. There are also student representatives, 
former Faculty Senate representatives, a union representative, 
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and others. His concern as the chair of the task force was to 
make sure there was a good process and good recommendations. He 
noted that the large number of representatives does make it 
difficult to find a meeting time. 
Senator Weeg stated that the issue was not Library 
representation on the Honor Code Task Force but representation 
on the Honor Council, should it be formed. In reading Appendix 
C of the Honor Code system it definitely refers to faculty and 
students from each of the colleges. Chris Neuhaus, Chair of the 
Library Faculty Senate at that time, had forwarded a request for 
Library representation on the Honor Code Council. 
Senator O'Kane, member of the Honor Code Task Force, stated that 
the Honor Code Task Force had met the previous Friday and 
although they did misunderstand the request from the Library 
Faculty Senate, they did decide to add the Library to the Honor 
Code Council. He also noted that the Honor Code Task Force will 
be bringing their amended report to the Faculty Senate. 
Motion by Senator Gray to have the Task Force Honor Code 
consider amending the current Honor Code Council to include 
representation of the Library; second by Senator Heston. Motion 
passed. 
ADJOURNMENT 
Motion to adjourn by Senator Christensen; second by Senator 
O'Kane. Motion passed. 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:02 P.M. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dena Snowden 
Faculty Senate Secretary 
